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FRACTAL THEATRE COLLECTIVE LAUNCHED THIS PAST WEEKEND WITH A 
CONTROVERSIAL PIECE 

Shakespeare is a White Supremacist stuns and wows diverse audiences 

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- On August 2nd, new theatre company Fractal Theatre Collective 

opened their first production at the Capitol Hill Arts Workshop. The show, Shakespeare is a 

White Supremacist, is a devised piece created by writer/director Andrew Watring and a diverse 

cast of 7 actors. The piece is chiefly a response to race relations within Shakespeare’s texts and 

modern theatrical spaces that perform his works.  

Fractal Theatre Collective was founded in 2017 by Andrew Watring, Rebecca Lamis, and 

Elizabeth Morton, with the mission of being an “accelerator” for emerging theatre artists. The 

goal was to provide students, recent graduates, and adults without a solid footing in the theatre 

community a jumping off point for their theatrical careers. Alongside this mission of bolstering 

new artists, Fractal intends to create radical, boundary-pushing work that impacts the way the 

community thinks or feels about an issue. Shakespeare is a White Supremacist was the perfect 

show to achieve this. Fractal officially launched in May 2018 with a full team, ready to produce 

Shakespeare is a White Supremacist as their inaugural production.  

Shakespeare is a White Supremacist enjoyed a successful opening weekend, offering low-

cost tickets to ensure its message could be accessible for anyone who wished to see the 

production. After each performance, many audience members loitered about the theater, so 



caught up in discussion over what they had just seen. Several asked if there was a post-show 

discussion because they craved an additional outlet in which to process these ideas (Fractal will 

host one post-show discussion after the Friday, August 10th performance). One audience 

member, Diana McQueen, posted on her social media regarding the production: “I love a 

clickbait title that actually goes somewhere important.” “Fractal Theatre Collective in 

Shakespeare is a White Supremacist has created a powerful, perfectly accentuated piece that 

speaks directly to experiences of people of color working in the world today…Not only is it 

important to hear these very personal inner voices that are often erased, but it’s an amazingly 

strong theatre, performance, tech, direction, writing. ” 

Regardless of background, everyone deserves to participate in and witness theatre that 

makes them a part of the conversation.  Shakespeare is a White Supremacist speaks directly to 

oppressed experiences in a way few other play in DC do. This play gives a necessary voice to the 

unheard, and allows white audiences a chance to listen to the unfiltered thoughts of people of 

color.  

Shakespeare is a White Supremacist has one more weekend of performances, playing at 

7:30pm August 8-11 at the Capitol Hill Arts Workshop.  

-###- 

About Fractal Theatre Collective 
We create powerful, unique works that are deeply personal, radical, and authentic to our time and 
craft. 
We eschew tradition by tearing down the rigid  conventions of theatre-making; replacing fear, 
pride and envy with friendship, family and love.  



 
We promote the values of theatre through community engagement, accessible performances, and 
narratives that meaningfully engage oppressed identities. 
Fractal Theatre Collective produces completely new works and ideas, cultivated from both 
within the company and with outside sources we deem in need of a theatrical platform. 

CONTACT:  Elizabeth Morton, Communications Director 
  703-732-0744 
  FractalTC@gmail.com 



Good afternoon [potential partner], 

 

My name is Elizabeth Morton and I am the Communications Director for Fractal Theatre Collective. I am                 

writing to you because we believe that you and your organization plays an important role in fostering a                  

diverse arts community in which people of all backgrounds can grow and create. 

 

Fractal Theatre Collective is a new theatre company that intends to act as an accelerator for theatre                 

artists across the DC area. We welcome individuals and other theatre companies to pitch their original                

works to us, and we provide resources for them to develop their own work. 

 

We are currently embarking on our inaugural production, Shakespeare is a White Supremacist, a devised               

collaborative piece that follows 5 actors of color as they rehearse a Shakespearean play. SWS is written                 

and directed by our Artistic Director Andrew Watring. SWS will perform August 2-11 at the Capitol Hill                 

Arts Workshop . 
 

Fractal is seeking partnerships with like-minded arts organizations who are dedicated to the             

development of emerging artists and professionals in the DC area. A partnership could include any form                

of artistic, educational, technical, or administrative collaboration for the sake of meeting our respective              

mission statements. We would love to hear what needs and interests your organization has, and build                

from there. 

 

If you are interested, we would be happy to discuss this with you further. We can be reached by email,                    

through our Facebook page, or our website. Please feel free to reach out! In the meantime, come see                  

our work in action. Please find attached two free ticket vouchers to Shakespeare is a White Supremacist.                 
You can purchase additional general admission tickets for $15 online, or buy discounted student tickets               

at the door. 

 

We look forward to hearing from you! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Morton 
Communications Director 

Fractal Theatre Collective 

 

http://fractaltheatrecollective.com/
http://fractaltheatrecollective.com/sws
http://fractaltheatrecollective.com/sws
http://chaw.org/
http://chaw.org/
http://chaw.org/
http://facebook.com/fractaltc
http://facebook.com/fractaltc
http://fractaltheatrecollective.com/
http://fractaltheatrecollective.com/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/shakespeare-is-a-white-supremacist-tickets-48043050056
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/shakespeare-is-a-white-supremacist-tickets-48043050056


 

Elizabeth Morton 

Design Statement - The Danube 

PERF-266 Stage Design, Prof. Meghan Raham 

 

The Danube  by Maria Irene Fornes is a post-modern play about the 

oppressive forces of war, in which an American soldier and Hungarian woman fall in 

love, then slowly disintegrate mentally and physically due to a nuclear catastrophe. 

In order to help communicate this, the design for this production will use elements 

of Bauhaus design (a modernist movement) and decolonization ideals. The design 

will convey the complexities and hardships of being a woman and/or person of color 

during wartime, as well as more broadly, their struggles within a white supremacist 

heteropatriarchal society. 

Wartime has extreme impacts on a country’s population, no matter who you 

are. Most Western societies operate under a white supremacist patriarchy, shoving 

women and people of color to the margins with few ways of advancing past the 

restrictions of their identities. During wartime, these hardships are further 

exacerbated. Black American soldiers have spent war after war being slaughtered 

for a country that disadvantages them at every turn. They have historically been 

forced to fight for a freedom that isn’t theirs. Similarly, the lack of choice for wartime 

and its harsh consequences come down on women. Pre-World War II Eastern 

European women gave up their entire lives for domestic, emotional, and some, 

manufacturing labor, only to die or fall ill due to the effects of a conflict that their 

male oppressors initiated. Historically, women don’t choose for their nation to go to 

war, and yet they are hurt all the same, if not more, than the men who choose that 

path for the nation.  

These injustices will be explored through The Danube , a play that speaks 

about the negative effects of nuclear and other forms of extreme warfare. The 

military-industrial complex of the twentieth century West serves to worsen problems 

that have already existed for centuries. In this production, Eve is a mixed-race 



 

woman, facing various difficulties in a homogenous Hungarian society. Mrs. Sandor, 

her ethnically Hungarian mother, who does not face the same prejudice, does what 

she can to help her daughter live in this life. However, she often contributes to the 

problem. Paul is an African-American soldier sent to fight and die for the United 

States and their desire to dominate the world they already had colonized so much 

of. The other roles of the play will be played by a white Hungarian woman-- she has 

some power over the likes of Paul and Eve but still faces hardships and is affected 

by the nuclear disaster just the same. This production will tell the story of 

white-male-created violence that disproportionately affects the other.  

Design elements with be inspired by principles of the Staatliches Bauhaus, a 

German art school and design philosophy founded in the early twentieth century. The 

highly-idealistic goal of Bauhaus was to create a fully socialist collective of artists. It 

wanted to make art functional as well as beautiful, and marry art to the modern 

technology explosion of the West. The school gave importance to domestic crafts 

and labor, breaking down the elitism of art. The movement shows the more positive 

side of rapidly evolving technology-- technology to serve beauty and life, not 

destruction. However, the modern goal of Bauhaus to provide an equalist art space 

ultimately failed, showing the continued difficulties of breaking down oppression in 

any form.  

The set will be a more obvious homage to Bauhaus, which was frequently 

manifested in 20th century Western European architecture. The costumes will take 

Bauhaus ideals and create beautiful yet functional clothing for Eve, Mrs. Sandor, and 

other Hungarian characters. Their costumes will incorporate old and new aspects of 

Hungarian culture, with utilitarian suits and dresses with a floral pattern from 

Hungarian folk dress. These costumes serve to help the women retain some part of 

their cultural identity while still being comfortable and functional. For Eve, her 

costumes claims the beauty of folk costume without the gendered restriction. Paul’s 

costume will remain his soldier uniform almost the entire play. After he relaxes out of 

this identity, he will take off the overshirt (leaving a white t shirt), while retaining the 



 

rest of his military garb. This is to indicate his lack of cultural identity. As a black 

man descended from slaves, he doesn’t know his heritage the way Eve and Sandor 

do. Aesthetically, he is only able to display the oppressive forces of the US military. 

He can’t dress in a way that combines ethnic heritage with new functionality. Later 

in the play, he will be stripped down more fully to worn slacks and white shirt. After 

scene 8, all characters will appear in new costumes that are worn and bedraggled 

versions of themselves. The beauty of Eve and Sandor’s former clothing will be 

stripped, and Eve will appear more feminine than before, restricted in a white gown. 

The puppets scene will be executed by the actors in masks designed after surgical 

masks from the 1940s, with doll-like faces painted on. Their dialogue will be 

recorded and played over tapes. The tapes will not take on a unique design 

concept, but be executed more or less as written in the stage directions.  

The set, as mentioned before, will draw on Bauhaus architecture. A large 

ovular staircase will be situated at the back of the stage. There are two sections of 

the structure without stairs that can serve as platforms on which some scenes will 

take place. A large slanted mirror is hung above the staircase so that the audience 

can see the spiral nature of the piece. Specific settings will be created using various 

furniture pieces. All of these furniture pieces will be sleek and modern, made of 

glass, brushed silver, or mirrored surfaces. The exception is the couch/bed (see 

board), which is black leather and taken directly from a 1930s Bauhaus design. 

Lighting, which uses a full grid as well as a simple cyclorama, will be bright and 

incorporate blues and yellows in the beginning. The scenes on the river will be lit in a 

vibrant blue. As the deterioration ensues, lighting will become more “sickly,” 

incorporating greens and more shadows. This follows the changes in costume color 

palette, which begin more vibrant and lose color/become more green and gray after 

scene 8.  

 



Dramaturgical Program Note 
American University Department of Performing Arts 
Dracula, adapted by William McNulty 
Directed by Carl Menninger 
Written by Elizabeth Morton 
 
Vampires 
Examples of vampires can be found in nearly every culture (including non-Western societies), 
the modern charismatic vampire was born in 18th century horror novels. Bram Stoker’s 1897 
novel Dracula  is widely considered the last great gothic horror novel, and popularized the 
vampire myth for the modern age. Stoker worked for the Lyceum Theatre in London, which 
produced stories known as “invasion literature,” that reflected the xenophobia and anxiety of 
Britain’s period of rapid colonization. Dracula  was not popular during Stoker’s life, but its 
successful film adaptation in the 1920s launched the modern vampire genre. Vampirism is often 
used as a heavy-handed metaphor for draining power, life, and purity from victims. The 
popularity of vampires in the 19th century and beyond represents the deep-seated fear of the 
unknown, and more importantly, of that unknown seizing power from those who had maintained 
it for so long. Carmilla  was an 1870 vampire novella about female vampire who had a romantic 
affair with her victim Laura. While this novel was written in the spirit of homophobia and 
misogyny, the story is groundbreakingly compelling for its depiction of a woman in power and a 
lesbian relationship. Over the last century of vampire stories, women have been depicted in 
power. In examples such as True Blood , Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and older movies like The 

Hunger, women are capable of being dominant vampiric figures. William McNulty’s Dracula , 
adapted in 2008, takes us back to the weak waifish damsel trope, for all three of its female 
characters. How can we bring the vampire story back to a place of the powerful female vampire 
as depicted in Carmilla  in 1870? 
Performing Gender 
According to theorists like Judith Butler, gender is a mere performance. Gender is a social 
construct that is not inherent to biology, forced upon its performers by the societal norms they 
grow up with. As Simone de Beauvoir states, “One is not born woman, one becomes woman.” 
Gender is carefully choreographed, rehearsed, and presented like any theatrical performance. 
We are trained to recognize certain behaviors as belonging to one of the two binary genders, 
and will do so. Often, the same behavior will be considered masculine or feminine based on the 
assumed gender of the performer. For example, if a man refuses to ask for directions, he is 
lbeing stubborn and masculine. If a woman refuses to ask for directions, she is being 
shortsighted and flighty. McNulty’s Dracula  contains many examples of gendered behavior. This 
production’s unique casting will play on traditional perceptions of gender norms. 
Genderbent Casting 
The casting of this production of Dracula  creates distinct images of a society flipped. The 
society presented onstage subverts what we think to be true about gender. We will see women 
in full Victorian dresses battle demons and gallantly protect their (male) lovers. We will see men 
victimized and tossed around like rag dolls, waiting for their women to save them. The cognitive 
dissonance of these images throughout the performance can and should make you 

 



uncomfortable. Pronouns for characters remain unchanged from the original script. In our world, 
Dracula and his enemies are still “male,” holding the political and social power of men in the 
1890s. Watch as these young women actors perform roles of traditional male power and 
dominance. What does it mean for a female-appearing person to inflict that kind of violence on a 
male-appearing person? Why does it cause such a unique level of discomfort, when everyday 
on television (not to mention the news), we see these same acts against women normalized? 

 


